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Seal Shield Introduces Second Generation Silicone Keyboards That
Are Antimicrobial product protection, Backlit, 100% Waterproof and
Dishwasher Safe.
Healthcare company introduces New Waterproof Keyboards at
the APIC Infection Control Conference (Booth 1541)
New Orleans, LA (July 12, 2010) – Seal Shield LLC today announced the new SEAL
TOUCH GLOW 2TM Waterproof, Backlit Keyboards. The product features an integrated
Touch Pad pointing device and uses second generation, LED backlight technology and
the company’s exclusive waterproof and antimicrobial product protection. The Seal
Shield™ SEAL TOUCH GLOW 2TM keyboards are easy to clean. Regular cleaning in
the sink or dishwasher can help prevent the spread of germs, viruses and bacteria, which
are known to harbor on frequently touched surfaces.
The SEAL TOUCH GLOW 2™ has been created to help reduce the risk of worldwide
cross contaminations, including H1N1, Norovirus and the “superbug,” MRSA. Dr.
Charles Gerba, University of Arizona, tested numerous common touch surfaces and
found keyboards to be a major bacteria harbor with 400 times more bacteria than the
average toilet. Unlike any other keyboards, the Seal Shield™ SEAL TOUCH GLOW
2TM combines Seal Shield™ waterproof technology and SILVER SEALTM technology for
antimicrobial product protection of the product, making it dishwasher safe and resistant
to mold, mildew and odor causing bacteria.
The SEAL TOUCH GLOW 2TM is designed with medical grade silicone so it can be
easily disinfected with sprays or wipes. Or wash it in the dishwasher or sink! The
keyboards feature an integrated touch pad pointing device, 24K Gold USB connector, and
Quick Connect™ USB cable. The keyboards are available in black and white colors with
LED backlighting for low light conditions.
SEAL SHIELDTM will be demonstrating the new SEAL TOUCH GLOW 2TM at the
international APIC Infection Control Symposium in New Orleans, Louisiana July
11th-14th. The product is currently in stock with pricing of $149.99 MSRP.
Seal ShieldTM designs, develops and manufactures medical grade, infection prevention
technology for hospitals and the home. The products are distributed by CDW, DELL, PC
Connection, MicroAge, New Age Electronics, The Source, GE Healthcare, Keyboard
Company, GETT and other reseller partners. For further information please visit
http://www.SealShield.com/
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